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What Awaits Our Nation—Just Downstream

For the 1st half of the 1950's, we lived in a really boring Toronto where sometimes, for 
the day, my folks would load me and my little brother into the wooden back seat of a 
1937 Plymouth and off we'd go, 60 miles, to the States, a land of different brands of 
gasoline and footlong hotdogs—and what never ceased to amaze me—Niagara Falls.

The Niagara River, crashing 188 feet over the falls, was deafening, almost unworldly 
to a  kid. But, just upriver was a slightly different intrigue, a little park, where my parents 
would drop us off (back when kids could be trusted to not be swept over Niagara Falls), 
that was no farther from the falls than from where we viewed it on the Canadian side.

The river next to the park was a slow-circling 'eddy'—a brief respite before the main 
current pushed it over the falls. Here, just a few 100 feet to the drop, there was no 
sound from the falls—but just outside the eddy, strong currents pushed-on relentlessly.

Trump was our 'slow-moving' eddy—a brief respite of 4 years. But even under 
Trump, 'going over the economic falls' was inevitable (just slower), given his big spend-
ing attitude, huge military budget—along with stealing the resources of other nations. 
Hoodwinked into 'warp-speed' criminality, even a 'brief respite' soon goes over the falls.  

Trump gave us some time. With Biden's taking of the Oval Office we re-entered the 
strong current—soon to meet our economic drop-off. In true 'imperial' form, Biden 'shat' 
on our constitutional rights, dictating that we inject mayhem into our bodies, while  
causing the slaughter of Ukraine/Russian youth—and allegedly blowing up Germany's 
energy supply and re-branding America's immigration policy as: 'come 1, come all'.

What type of nation are we under the Biden Administration? An imperial nation: ex-
tending US authority through military/economic means, we have ceased to be a repub-
lic. The NordStream pipeline, reportedly blown-up by the US—was not done to curtail 
Russian gas imports, but to keep Germany in line—dependent on the US for its exis-
tence. Seizing Russia's Forex was a dual mandate: break Russia/instill fear in the rest. 

How close are we to the 'falls'? Real close, given obvious unconcern of combining 2 
'non-policies': uncontrolled printing of the dollar into worthlessness to fund a Ukrainian 
proxy war while paying Ukrainian salaries and subsidizing illegals 'flooding' our South-
ern border—and keeping interest rates high to buy a little more time for 'buck viability', 
removes any possibility for resolve. Raising rates/printing, together, spell US doom.

Mixing metaphors, the US has reached its 'Gettysburg' moment—a defining battle 



before actual hostilities break-out. Yesterday, Trump was found guilty in New York, 
where his empire within the city is to be dissolved/sold-off. Without a trail or jury, the 
presiding democrat judge used what was presented in discovery to find Trump guilty.

Was Trump guilty—'you bet'. Guilty of what? Exaggeration. To obtain loans (which he 
paid back), he repeatedly overestimated the value of his properties. He did this and 
consequently profited from the ploy. But, why prosecute now? The economy is going 
over the falls and Ukraine is lost. And, outside of fraud, Trump is unbeatable in 2024.

The left has to stop Trump because they have no one else. Newsom? While some 
horrific news was being reported yesterday, Gavin was signing a bill into law affirming 
'gender neutral' bathrooms. He is less popular than Biden. Harris—'gimme a break'. 
Michelle? I'm betting Americans see through that. It's Biden, losing, even if he's alive. 

Forget about the players and look at the story being told. Frame it in a 98 year-old 
Waffen SS Nazi who was introduced to resounding applause in the Canadian legisla-
ture. For any who don't know, the 'Waffen' SS were among the most vicious/murderous 
of WW2. Ukraine owes its mass corruption/Nazi legacy to the heritage of this group.

Canadian (Western), elites are so divorced from reality that they can't see an old 
soldier, extolled for killing Russians, by deduction, is a Nazi. Russia was our ally in 
WW2. As it is with 'Trump derangement syndrome', anyone, even 'monsters', that sup-
port killing Russians, whether in WW2 or today, gets a standing ovation as 'good guys'.    

What does this tell us? Those of us who are commentators on global politics and 
economics are also confused as to what to call the type of government the West has 
become. Are they communists or fascists—or are they simply—imperial tyrannies?

Communism associates with Karl Marx, and an ideology. The welfare of workers is 
the most important tenet in communism. It gets perverted from there, in a seeming in-
evitability where power transfers to few hands—to where the ideology is pushed aside.

The Biden Administration has no ideology—not even communist ideology. With no 
policy for direction, pronouncements/dictates come out of nowhere, without reason, 
without debate, while inevitability pushes the 'ship of state', ever-closer to the edge.  

If forced to pick an ideology, I have to go with 'fascism'—where there is no ideology, 
instead government aligns itself with monied interests, seeking greater wealth and total 
control. Where, without ideology, there is unconcern for the welfare of citizens/subjects.

With no governing policies, there is little concern (or even knowledge?), that we are 
headed for the 'falls'. This applies both to coming economic armageddon—and actual 
armageddon. As the empire collapses, we accept total defeat or we thrash about with 
whatever might we are supposed to have. But, the reality there is also unrecognized.

 The US has become a 'force that can be reckoned with'. Just as we lost our manu-
facturing base when we shipped our jobs to China, we ceased to be a nation providing 
for her own defense with the collapse of the Soviet Union. Gone are the 1000s of 'tool 
and die, job shops', where development and research for military hardware took place.

With the US not having a viable enemy (Russia and China have filled that gap), we 
lay back and applied 'sun tan oil', to the point that the US, excluding nuclear weapons, 
is incapable of mounting a significant military campaign—or even—defending itself?

Where do we go from here? It's almost unimaginable how bad things have gotten 
over the past 3 years, and if, by some tragedy, Biden and Co. find a way to control the 
2024 election (or stir-up social ills before then)—all I see is 'all hell breaking loose'.
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